LUZCO Technologies Becomes a Mosaic Ambassador Company

St. Louis Mosaic Project is pleased to announce LUZCO Technologies as the 32nd Mosaic Ambassador Company. Mosaic Ambassador Companies promote diversity and inclusion in the work place and help spread awareness of the St. Louis Mosaic Project. LUZCO Technologies is a top-rated electrical engineering consulting firm that offers project management services, substation design services, transmission and distribution engineering services.

LUZCO Technologies celebrates diversity in their work place every day. Some examples include: displaying their employees’ national flags in the office; the associates invite new employees to ethnic restaurants that remind them of home; and every day, the company highlights a new a word in different languages. LUZCO’s associates currently participate in Mosaic’s International Spouses Meetup Group and the International Mentoring Program. The company participates in diversity and inclusion training developed for internal purposes on an annual basis.

Furthermore, as a Mosaic Ambassador Company, LUZCO will become a member of local ethic chambers to expand their company outreach. They will also highlight stories about the foreign born associates internally and externally. The company’s founder, Lusnail Rondon Haberberger, is a Venezuelan-American who believes that diversity in background, skill and talent is critical to delivering the best outcomes for clients. LUZCO participates in the Mosaic Professional Shadowing Program allowing one foreign born talent to “shadow” at LUZCO for 20 hours over a month period. The company has also sponsored an OPT-STEM international student visa or an employment work visa as the Gold Level Mosaic Ambassador Company.

About St. Louis Mosaic Project

The St. Louis Mosaic Project was launched in 2012 in response to an economic impact report, outlining St. Louis to be lagging in immigrant growth as well as highlighting the economic benefits of increasing its foreign-born population. The Mosaic Project is a regional initiative that is professionally managed by St. Louis Economic Development Partnership, World Trade Center St. Louis and a 32-member committee. Its goal is to transform St. Louis into the fastest growing major metropolitan area for immigration by 2025, to add 25,000 more foreign born to the region from 2016-2025 and to promote regional prosperity through immigration and innovation. Learn more at www.stlmosaicproject.org